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We present an initial web-based tool for St. Lawrence Island/Central Siberian
Yupik, an endangered language of Alaska and Russia. This work is supported
by the local language community on St. Lawrence Island, and includes an ortho-
graphic utility to convert from standard Latin orthography into a fully transpar-
ent representation, a preliminary spell checker, a Latin-to-Cyrillic transliteration
tool, and a preliminary Cyrillic-to-Latin transliteration tool. Also included is a
utility to convert from standard Latin orthography into both IPA and American-
ist phonetic notation. Our utility is also capable of explicitly marking syllable
boundaries and stress in the standard Latin orthography using the conventions of
Jacobson (2001), as well as in Cyrillic and in standard IPA notation. These tools
are designed to facilitate the digitization of existing Yupik resources, facilitate ad-
ditional linguistic field work, and most importantly, bolster efforts by the local
Yupik communities in the U.S. and in Russia to promote Yupik usage and literacy,
especially among Yupik youth.

1. Introduction St. Lawrence Island/Central Siberian Yupik (ISO 639-3: ess), also
known as Chaplinski in the Russian literature, is an endangered language of the
Bering Strait region indigenous to St. Lawrence Island in far western Alaska and
the Chukchi Peninsula of far eastern Russia (Figure 1). The endonym Akuzipik is
also sometimes used locally.

This language is the westernmost variety in the Inuit-Yupik language family,1
which ranges across the Arctic coast of North America from Greenland, through
northern Canada, northern and western Alaska, to the Chukchi Peninsula in far east-
ern Russia. The Yupik branch of this family encompasses St. Lawrence Island / Cen-
tral Siberian Yupik, Naukan, Central Alaskan Yup’ik, and Sugpiaq (Jacobson 2001:
see Figure 2). A fifth (now extinct) language, Sirenik, is thought to belong either to
Yupik or to constitute an independent third branch betweenYupik and Inuit (Vakhtin

1This language family has historically been known as Eskimo. In recent years there has been a trend,
especially in Canada, away from the exonym Eskimo, driven in large part by an alleged (and disputed)
derogatory etymology (Mailhot 1978).
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& Golovko 1987; Vakhtin 1998). Despite the geographic and political separation,
the differences between the varieties of Yupik on St. Lawrence Island and Chukotka
are relatively minor (Krauss 1975).

Figure 1. Bering Strait region;2 rectangle highlights St. Lawrence Island and eastern
Chukotka, where Yupik is spoken (Krauss et al. 2010).

While a small number of computational resources have been developed for some
languages in the Inuit branch of this language family, to our knowledge, no compu-
tational tools have previously been developed for St. Lawrence Island Yupik. We
present a web-based tool3 that includes a preliminary spell checker, a utility to con-
vert from the standard Latin orthography into a fully transparent orthographic rep-
resentation, and a Latin-to-Cyrillic transliterator. In addition, our work also includes
a utility to convert from the standard Latin orthography into both IPA and Ameri-
canist phonetic notation. Lastly, we include a utility that explicitly marks syllable
boundaries and stress in the standard Latin orthography using the conventions of
Jacobson (2001), as well as in Cyrillic and in standard IPA notation. Our implemen-
tation has no server-side dependencies, thus enabling classroom use in environments
with limited, unreliable, or no internet access.

We call our collection of tools Liinnaqumalghiit, meaning “those who are willing
to learn.” These tools are designed to facilitate the digitization of existing Yupik
resources, facilitate additional linguistic field work, and most importantly, to bolster
efforts by the local Yupik communities in the U.S. and in Russia to promote Yupik
usage and literacy, especially among Yupik youth.

2Map generated by http://worldmap.harvard.edu/maps/new using data by OpenStreetMap and tiles by
Stamen Design and made available under CC BY SA 3.0 and CC BY 3.0 licenses, respectively.
3http://computational.linguistics.illinois.edu/yupik/
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Figure 2. Inuit-Yupik-Unangam Tunuu language family

2. Language status Over the past century, the language has encountered widely
varying levels of support from the political and educational systems in Russia and
Alaska. In keeping with early Soviet policy that supported its minorities, Central
Siberian Yupik was selected as the language of choice for all Soviet Eskimo national
literature, and its speakers in Chukotka were encouraged to maintain their ethnic
identity and traditions (Krauss 1975). A shift in this policy, however, coupled with
increased use of Russian, has resulted in a Yupik-speaking population numbering
no more than 300 in Chukotka, with the youngest generation possessing little to no
knowledge of Yupik at all (Vakhtin 1998; Morgounova 2007).

In 1972, Yupik was reintroduced into the school curriculum on St. Lawrence Is-
land (Krauss 1975), heralding the publication of language materials including multi-
ple spiral-bound booklet readers and pre-primers prepared by the Bering Strait School
District Bilingual Program and the Nome Agency Bilingual Education Resource Cen-
ter (Tennant 1985). As recently as the 1980s, the vast majority of children on St.
Lawrence Island learned Yupik at home from their parents. Yet even with these
greater efforts to cultivate and stabilize the language on the Alaskan side, Yupik has
had relatively low levels of formal support over the past decade, with substantially
increased movement away fromYupik in favor of English by the youngest generation
(Koonooka 2005; Schwalbe 2015).

A glance at the existing linguistic corpora of Yupik yields a multitude of ethnogra-
phies, translated collections of folk songs and stories (Apassingok & Tennant 1987;
Apassingok et al. 1985; 1987; 1989; 1993; 1994; 1995; Koonooka 2003; Shutt
et al. 2014), and linguistic fieldwork papers, with extensive contributions from re-
searchers in the former Soviet Union (Krupnik 1983; 1994). Despite the fact that
most Yupik texts produced in or after the 1980s were born digital, nearly all Yupik
resources are available only in print form, with many of the electronic originals lost
or on difficult-to-access aging media/legacy formats.
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3. Yupik phonology and orthography The sound inventory of Yupik contains 31
consonants and four vowels, /ə/, /i/, /ɑ/, and /u/, the latter three of which can be
lengthened for a total of seven unique vocalic phonemes. Yupik allows CV and CVC
syllables (where V may be a long vowel), as well as word-initial V and VC syllables.
Yupik therefore does not permit consonant clusters except at syllable boundaries, and
moreover unlike all of its sister languages, it has neither diphthongs nor geminate
consonants (Jacobson 2001).

On St. Lawrence Island, an attempt at a Latin-based Yupik orthography was
devised as early as 1910, although the standard system in use todaywas not developed
until 1971 (Krauss 1975). A parallel Cyrillic-basedYupik orthographywas developed
in Russia. Both orthographies, along with their IPA representations, are presented in
Tables 1 and 2.

3.1 Orthographic undoubling The Yupik consonant inventory includes 8 pairs of
continuants that differ only in voicing and 4 pairs of nasal consonants that differ
only in voicing; of these, the voicing distinction is systematically marked in the Latin
orthography through graphemic doubling in 5 of the 8 continuant pairs (l and ll, r
and rr, g and gg, gh and ghh, ghw and ghhw) and in all of the nasal pairs (m and
mm, n and nn, ng and ngng, ngw and ngngw). For example, the voiced and voiceless
velar fricatives are written as g and gg, respectively. Krauss (1975:66) notes that the
standard Yupik orthography used today, which includes these multigraphemic letters,
was explicitly designed to eliminate “all diacritics and non-standard symbols,”which
Krauss claims were “major disadvantages of the previous system.”

Yupik has rich morphology, which, combined with this multigraphemic orthog-
raphy, commonly results in rather long words; for example, in Apassingok et al.
(1985:22) we observe the word iknaqngwaaghuyaghpetut. In general, Yupik phonol-
ogy requires that adjacent consonants in a word agree in voicing; thus, consonants
in a cluster may either both be voiced or unvoiced (Jacobson 2001).⁴ Yupik ortho-
graphic conventions take advantage of the phonological rules regarding consonant
cluster voicing to shorten the spelling of words containing clusters of unvoiced con-
sonants; in a consonant cluster, when a graphemically doubled voiceless consonant
(such as ngngw) co-occurs with another voiceless consonant (for example q) and the
phonology dictates that the entire cluster must be voiceless, the graphemically dou-
bled consonant is replaced in the written form with its undoubled counterpart (such
as ngw). In our example word, orthographic undoubling occurs in three distinct
places:

• the consonant cluster /kn/ is written as kn rather than knn

• the consonant cluster /qŋ̊ʷ/ is written as qngw rather than qngngw

⁴Unvoiced consonants may follow voiced nasals.
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Close
i u Latin

Vowels
i u IPA
и y Cyrillic

Mid
e Latin

Vowel
ə IPA
ы Cyrillic

Open
a Latin

Vowel
ɑ IPA
а Cyrillic

Table 2. Yupik vowel chart Krauss (1975), Badten et al. 2008, Jacobson (2001) in
St. Lawrence Island (Latin) orthography, International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA), and
Chukotkan (Cyrillic) orthography.

• the consonant cluster /χp/ is written as ghp rather than ghhp

Without this orthographic convention, the word /ikn̥ɑqŋ̊ʷɑːʁujɑχpətut/ would be
spelled iknnaqngngwaaghuyaghhpetut; because of the orthographic convention, the
actual spelling is instead iknaqngwaaghuyaghpetut.

Function 1 Undouble a consonant. This function is used in Undoubling Rules 1–3 of
Jacobson (2001).

1: function undouble(c)
2: . Continuants with undoubled variant
3: if c == ll then return l
4: else if c == rr then return r
5: else if c == gg then return g
6: else if c == ghh then return gh
7: else if c == ghhw then return ghw
8: . All nasals can be undoubled
9: else if c == mm then return m

10: else if c == nn then return n
11: else if c == ngng then return ng
12: else if c == ngngw then return ngw
13: else . No undoubled variant
14: return c
15: end if
16: end function

In this example, this orthographic undoubling convention takes advantage of the
fact that fluent Yupik speakers know that voiced /ŋʷ/ cannot follow voiceless /q/, and
so qngw must be pronounced /qŋ̊ʷ/, even though ngw is normally pronounced /ŋʷ/.
This intuition is similar to the way that native English speakers know that the -s at
the end of cats is voiceless /s/ while the -s at the end of dogs is voiced /z/ (Jacobson
2001).
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Table 3. Jacobson (2001) Undoubling Rule 1Undouble a continuant when it precedes
a voiceless consonant where doubling is not used to show voicelessness.

1: Let [:voiceless:] = [ p | t | k | kw | q | kw | f | s | wh ]
2: Let c = [ ll | rr | gg | ghh | ghhw ]
3: c → undouble(c) / _ [:voiceless:]

Table 4. Jacobson (2001) Undoubling Rule 2 Undouble a nasal when it follows a
voiceless consonant where doubling is not used to show voicelessness.

1: Let [:voiceless:] = [ p | t | k | kw | q | kw | f | s | wh ]
2: Let c = [ mm | nn | ngng | ngngw ]
3: c → undouble(c) / [:voiceless:] _

Table 5. Jacobson (2001) Undoubling Rule 3 Undouble a continuant or nasal when it
precedes ll or when it follows a voiceless consonant where doubling is used to show
voicelessness.

1: Let [:voiceless:] = [rr | gg | ghh | ghhw | mm | nn | ngng | ngngw ]
2: Let c = [ ll |rr | gg | ghh | ghhw | mm | nn | ngng | ngng w ]
3: c → undouble(c) / _ ll
4: c → undouble(c) / [:voiceless:] _

Table 6. Orthographic undoubling. Consonants made transparent in the second line
are marked in bold.

iknaqngwaaghuyaghpetut Latin
iknnaqngngwaaghuyaghhpetut Transparent
ik.'n̥ɑq.'ŋ̊ʷɑː.ʁu.'jɑχ.pə.tut IPA

4. Computational tools for Yupik There is a stated desire by the St. Lawrence Island
Yupik community to strengthen and revitalize the use of Yupik (Koonooka 2005).
In consultation with the local tribal government and local Yupik instructors on St.
Lawrence Island, we have begun a project to develop a set of computational tools for
Yupik specifically designed to assist in those goals by facilitating the digitization of
existing Yupik printed resources, facilitating additional linguistic field work, and bol-
stering efforts by the local Yupik communities to promote Yupik usage and literacy.

Our long-term goal is the digitization of existing Yupik corpora within a search-
able digital framework connected to an electronic dictionary and morphosyntactic
analyzer, with all texts accessible in both Latin and Cyrillic orthographies, for peda-
gogical use in local Yupik instructional settings and for use in further documentation
of the Yupik language.

Our short-term goal is the development and release of those tools most likely to
be of immediate use by Yupik language instructors on St. Lawrence Island and their
students. An open source web implementation of our tools can be accessed online
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or downloaded for offline use. In this section we present the tools that we have
implemented to date.

4.1 Increased orthographic transparency The first issue we address is the problem
posed by orthographic undoubling (§3.1) to students with limited Yupik proficiency.
In Alaska, the sounds of the Yupik sound system are represented in a mostly transpar-
ent Latin orthography. The Yupik Latin orthography, along with IPA representations
and Cyrillic counterparts, is presented in Tables 1 (consonants) and 2 (vowels). While
orthographic undoubling was viewed as intuitive to many fluent speakers when the
current Latin orthography was developed (Krauss 1975), the system is not necessar-
ily so to those today learning Yupik at school rather than at home. The first tool we
present is designed to alleviate this non-transparency in orthography.

Our technique converts Yupik words from the standard Latin orthographic forms
into a transparently pronounceable form, fully resolving any orthographic opacity.
This is done by transforming orthographically undoubled graphemes into their (or-
thographically transparent) doubled counterpart. We begin with a greedy longest-
match orthographic tokenizer that reads (in reverse) each Yupik word in Latin or-
thography and returns an array of (multi-)graphemic characters that are used in the
implementation of the other functions we present.

Figure 3. Sample output from our website where the Latin, Doubled, and IPA Stress
Patterning options have been selected. Misspelled words are in red, undone undou-
bling in purple.
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Function 2 Double a previously undoubled consonant.

1: function double(c)
2: . Continuants with doubled variant
3: if c == l then return ll
4: else if c == r then return rr
5: else if c == g then return gg
6: else if c == gh then return ghh
7: else if c == ghw then return ghhw
8: . All nasals can be doubled
9: else if c == m then return mm

10: else if c == n then return nn
11: else if c == ng then return ngng
12: else if c == ngw then return ngngw
13: else . No doubled variant
14: return c
15: end if
16: end function

Undoubling Rules 1–3 (Krauss 1975; Jacobson 2001) on pages 280–281 describe
the process of orthographic undoubling. We iterate over the word’s graphemes, identi-
fying those environments where one of Jacobson’s Undoubling Rules has taken place,
undoing any undoubling by applying our own Doubling Rules 1–3 (page 283). The
newly doubled grapheme is highlighted in purple in the web UI to visually accentuate
the orthographic revision (see Figure 3). We thus present the user with a fully trans-
parent orthographic realization of their input text, replacing all relevant undoubled
graphemes with the appropriate doubled variant.

Table 7. Doubling Rule 1Double a previously undoubled continuant when it precedes
a voiceless consonant where doubling is not used to show voicelessness.

1: Let [:voiceless:] = [ p | t | k | kw | q | kw | f | s | wh ]
2: Let c = [ l | r | g | gh | ghw ]
3: c → double(c) / _ [:voiceless:]

Table 8. Doubling Rule 2 Double a previously undoubled nasal when it follows a
voiceless consonant where doubling is not used to show voicelessness.

1: Let [:voiceless:] = [ p | t | k | kw | q | kw | f | s | wh]
2: Let c = [ m | n | ng | ngw ]
3: c → double(c) / [:voiceless:] _

4.2 Transliteration While our computational tools are predominantly designed to
assist revitalization and pedagogical efforts on St. Lawrence Island, we hope that
they may be of use to the Yupik community in Chukotka as well. In light of this,
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Table 9. Doubling Rule 3Double a previously undoubled continuant or nasal when it
precedes ll or when it follows a voiceless consonant where doubling is used to show
voicelessness.

1: Let [:voiceless:] = [ rr | gg | ghh | ghhw | mm | nn | ngng | ngngw]
2: Let c = [ l | r | g | gh | ghw | m | n | ng | ng w]
3: c→ double(c) / _ ll
4: c→ double(c) / [:voiceless:] _

we have incorporated a Latin-to-Cyrillic transliterator that transliterates each Latin
grapheme into its Cyrillic counterpart. While the Latin orthography employs a series
of undoubling rules to simplify the writing system, the Cyrillic orthography imple-
ments a differing set of orthographic conventions (Jacobson 2001). We implement a
rule-based Latin-to-Cyrillic transliteration tool following these conventions.

We have also implemented a preliminary Cyrillic-to-Latin utility. In principle this
task is hampered by the fact that Cyrillic letter г is used to represent both /ɣ/ and /h/.
However, as Krauss (1975) points out, /h/ is a rare phoneme in Yupik; the Badten
et al. (2008) dictionary lists 25 bases⁵ and zero postbases that include /h/. When
transliterating from Cyrillic into Latin, we therefore check for the presence of these
bases, and in all other cases transliterate г as g.⁶

4.3 Phonetic transcription, stress, and syllabification To further assist field linguists
and other scholars of Yupik, we have also included functions to transcribe input text
into the standard International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) and/or the Americanist pho-
netic notations utilized by some Yupik scholars (Krauss 1975; Nagai 2001). These
functions accept tokenized text in the Latin orthography, and transliterate each indi-
vidual grapheme into its IPA or Americanist phonetic equivalent.

Another feature that may be of use to field linguists, and especially students study-
ing Yupik, is a utility that explicitly marks syllable boundaries and stress patterns
according to the rules that govern the relationship between syllables and stress in
Yupik. Our syllabifier takes a tokenized Yupik word and marks the syllable bound-
aries within that word, passing this result to a second function that marks stress
according to the following three rules from Jacobson (2001:6–8):

• Alternating vowels are stressed, beginning with the second vowel in a word,
although the final syllable does not receive stress.

⁵One of these bases is the noun saaphanghilnguq“one who can withstand extreme cold”, which we believe
is a typo, as both the verb base from which the noun is derived (saapghangite-) and the Cyrillic listing for
the noun (ся̄пҳанӷилңуқ) use gh /ʁ/ rather than h /h/.
⁶Most of the Yupik bases that include /h/ are particles. For the remaining (non-particle) bases, because
our utility does not currently include a morphological analyzer, when transliterating inflected or declined
forms of these bases, г may be incorrectly transliterated as g. We plan to eventually incorporate a fully
automated morphological analyzer as future work, at which point this limitation should be resolved.
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• If the first vowel in a long vowel is stressed (aa, ii, and uu), the stress is advanced
to the second vowel and the alternating pattern continues from this second
vowel, e.g. ang/yul/kum/tung/llu.

• In a process called rhythmic lengthening, the full vowels, i, a, and u are length-
ened if they are stressed and belong to an open syllable. If this stress happens
upon a long vowel situated in an open syllable, this long vowel is overlength-
ened.

Moreover, to ensure that the syllabified and stressed results could be shown in
the standard Latin and Cyrillic orthographies as well as IPA notation, we adapted a
single syllabification function and a single stress function to be applicable across all
three systems.

4.4 Spell checking Finally, we address the issue of spell checking. Students ofYupik,
as well as the fluent adult Yupik population, currently have no tools for automatic
spell checking. This lack has also hampered the digitization of existingYupik corpora,
as texts that are scanned and digitized using OCR cannot be automatically checked
for errors. While a full spell checker requires an electronic dictionary, we have de-
veloped a basic spell checker that relies on Yupik orthographic, phonological, and
syllable rules. Specifically, we observe that Yupik restricts syllable structure to CV,
CVV, CVC, and CVC (where vowel clusters always consist of a doubled full vowel),
and V, VV, VC, and VVC word initially (Krauss 1975, Jacobson 2001). We further
rely on the fact that Yupik does not permit diphthongs or geminate consonants (Ja-
cobson 2001).

Our spell checker then simply checks for the presence of illegal sequences:

• CCC clusters

• CC clusters other than those at syllable boundaries

• CC clusters of like consonants

• VV clusters of unlike vowels

• VV clusters where either V is e

If a word violates any of these rules, the word is highlighted in red in the output
text (see Figures 3 and 5). Despite this spell checker’s naivety, it has proven successful
in identifying OCR errors in scanned text. Figure 4 shows one such error; the word
tukfiighinaaquteghliaquut apparently contains the illegal vowel sequence ia. A man-
ual examination of the original text, however, reveals that the i is in fact an l in the
original.

In this way, this spell checker has been effective in identifying patterns to OCR
errors, in that the letter l is often misread as i and vice versa, and that unvoiced ll is
misrecognized as U as seen in Figure 7. We expect the inclusion of the spell checker
to expedite the process of manually reviewing texts digitized using OCR to produce
gold standard documents, and further assist the digitization of Yupik materials.
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Figure 4. User interface allowing selection from multiple phonetic and stress pattern
options.

Figure 5. The preliminary spell checker has proven successful in identifying OCR
errors in scanned text. The text shown here comes from an OCR-digitized scan of
the story Sivuqam Kiyaghtaallgha Ayumiq (paragraphs 2–4) by Uvim Ungipaa in
Apassingok et al. (1985:10).

5. Conclusion We have developed a set of computational tools which we hope will
be of immediate use to members of the Yupik community and to field linguists work-
ing with them. Our ultimate goal, in collaboration with the Yupik community, is a
full set of tools to enhance the existing bilingual curriculum and provide richer access
to existing bilingual materials, adding a digital dimension to language learning that
is interactive and dynamic, especially for the younger generations. We also hope that
these tools and resources will also enable future documentary linguistic work on this
morphologically rich bi-continental language.
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